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FACED  WITH the need to  reorganise  the kingdom he won on  a battlefield  and
to prove to the  English that  he was more than just another usurper, Henry
VII’s  task  was  complicated  by the  spread  of the  sweating sickness throughout
the London  population.  In the autumn of  1485, Henry began  a successful
rule  that  resurrected the  monarchy as the  focus  of  society, forcibly reminded
the  aristocracy of  their place beneath  the  law, and promised justice and unity
after years  of  civil  turmoil. An  exile  in  Brittany and France for half his  life,
Henry knew little  of  English administration  and had to rely on London’s
political  leaders  who had  survived  into his reign. Their  chances  of continued
survival  decreased  with  the  arrival  of an influenza-like  disease which  the
chronicles note  attacked  the old  politically influential  people of the  City.
The  contemporary historians described  an age- and  class-specific disease,
striking only these older leaders, but it is  important  to remember  that  the
victim’s position and  wealth would  have  attracted  chroniclers’ attention  as the
suffering of London’s poor  could not.  Henry, the  well-born  men who  shared
his exile, and the Northern French mercenary soldiers accompanying him all
remained healthy. The  possibilities that  the  sweating sickness was  a  disease
endemic in Northern France and that Henry’s group acted  as immune  carriers
are  strongly supported by medical evidence.  The  factor  of  climate gains  as
much importance in examining the virulence and spread of  a disease  as the
classic accounts  of its symptoms  allow  for its  identification  as a  strain  of
influenza. The  disease  was said to return in  1508, 1517, 1528  and  1551, but
contemporary letters  deny these epidemics by referring to almost  constant
illness.  At the  core  of  a  study of the 1485  bout  is the factor of-disease density-
dependence applied to the political  situation  of  that year.  Immediately pre-
ceding the outbreak, Henry’s  fellow  exiles  were  in London to  receive  grants
and positions as reward for  service.  The new  reign witnessed  events hosted
by the City’s  political  leaders, as  well  as the ceremonies and  meetings  required
by a new  king.  It was under these  conditions that  Henry and his men had
close  personal contact  with  a  group of  influential  men whose ranks  thinned
after  sufi'ering the  sweating sickness. The mortal  effects  of the  disease deprived
Henry of  support  and  glidance, but his  successful  rule underlines his own
ability to  grasp all  aspects  of  a  problem and  work  for a  practical solution.
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The classic account of  Thomas Forrestier, recorded only 5 years after,the
London outbreak, helps  to identify the sweating sickness as a strain of  influenza.
In  addition  to  emphasising the wealthy merchant class  which suffered the
disease, the  Norman  physician underlines the suddenness of the  attacks:

‘ And this sickness  cometh  with a  'grete swetyng and stynkyng, with
rednesse  of the face and of all the body, and a contynual thirst, with a
grete hete  and hedache because of the fumes and venoms . . .  Some
appear  red and yellow and in two  grete  ladies that we saw, the which  Were
sick in all their bodies and they felt  grete  pricking in their bodies  .  -. . we
saw two prestys standing togeder and  speaking togeder, and we saw  both
of  them  dye sodenly.’1

The  symptoms  closely _resemble  those of modern  influenza, and two  modem
physicians consider treating a  patient infected with sweatiqg sickness today as
they would  simple  A-strain ’flu.  2  In both diseases there is sudden onset and
disappearance of  symptoms, with  some  patients recovering in 24  hours.  Cha-
acterised by prostration, myalgia (muscle  pain), headache and fever, influenza
is spread by droplet  infection. Redness of the face and body _points  to  pul-
monary- involvement and secondary bacterial  infection which increases  mor-
tality.  3

The  complexity of  influenza  studies may prevent  the formation of firm
conclusions, but should not inhibit discussion and  exploration.  Despite.  con-
tradictory accounts  that  do not provide clear definitions or  predictions, the
sweating sickness appears to  resemble  the B-strain of  influenza. There  is
little agreement on the characteristics of  B-strain, but  much  of the literature
describes it as less widespread geographically than the A-strain, with  a  more
sudden onset of fever, prostration and body aches, and greater mortality for
those  over  the age of 40. The B-strain is  more  likely to be endemic  than
epidemic, and intervals  between outbreaks  tend to be longer than the  1  to  3
years common for A-strain.  4

The  Qifiiculty m finding a  one- -to- -one correspondence of  symptoms  between
the  sweating sickness and any strain of influenza virus probably stems from
the ability of  disease  to  mutate.  The reservoir of influenza between outbr_eaks
is believed to be swine and the swine lungworm, in which the virus undergoég
mutation, antigenic drift, or a genetic recombination with another  type  to
produce  a  unique  third  strain.‘ Historians dissatisfied with the diagnosis of
sweating sickness as  influenza  because of an absence of  coughing and its

.excessive mortality, must take  the factor of mutation into account. Severity
of the  attack  and death of the host suggest  that  the sweating sickngss was a
new disease, but no  doubt  it was new  only in the  sense that  mutation had
affected its  host  range, virulence and haemagglutinin production while changing
enough  to escape antibodies from previous  bouts.  Still, modern studies are
unable  to identify firmly and  without  doubt the fifteenth-century disease as
influenza, because of the  sparse  accounts written for purposes other than  those  of
epidemiology. The possibility exists  that  the sweating sickness was not caused
by a  virus and was not influenza. Studies  must  not  point  to mutation as an
efficient, applicable  answer to all differences in pathology.  ‘The  factor of
mutation is valuable for analysis of  disease behaviour, and to use it to explain
away discontinuities and to fill in  gaps  left by historical  records  lessens the
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factor’s importance.  The  argument  that the sweating sickness was an early
and  slightly different  form  of modern influenza is  supported  by theories of
viral  mutation, but care should be  taken  in  accepting such  a convenient
hypothesis.

A study of historical  demography becomes useful at this  point  to explain
why the  behaviour  of the wealthy and politically active was  noted  with care.
At the  most basic level  of recording information, ‘ those who were of no fiscal
interest  to the crown—the landless, the vagrants, most women, most  children
—do not  appear  [in  State  as well as parish records]; the  record  grows manifestly
fuller  as one works upward  through  the social scale.” It is, therefore, under-
standable why many important  demographic studies have concentrated on the
nobility.’ Matters  are complicated by the diverse  motives  of the writers,
because ‘ all  historical  demography before the beginnings of oflicial statistics
has to be  based  on material gathered by men who neither had our  purposes
in  mind, nor could  have  been  made  to see their importance if  someone  had
tried  to  explain them."

Despite their  faults, the records clearly show an increase in English  popu-
lation from about  1450 to 1620.  Sudden  interruptions by short-term crises
like  localised plague  outbreaks  and the sweating sickness could do no more
than  temporarily reverse the  trend.

Life  spans had increased since the fourteenth century, when the factor of
disease (the bubonic plague) strongly influenced  the life-tables, but the annual
mortality rate in the late fifteenth century, defined as the  number  of people
out of one thousand who will die in the  next  year, was for age thirty-five  32-7
deaths per  1000, and for fifty-nine-year-olds  48-4  deaths per  1000." The age-
specific mortality rate  showed a  greater difference between the two  ages, with
16-35% of  those  entering the 35-39-year-old interval dying during the period,
and 28-57% of the  members  of the 55—59 interval succumbing before its  end.
Throughout  the  fourteenth  and fifteenth centuries, September  and October
showed the highest mortality, with  12—16 ‘X, of all deaths occurring at that time.
Critics of the English climate blame  this  evidence on the  ‘ heat  of  August  and
returning chill of September,’10 but environmental  shock  can only be  measured
by considering disease frequency as  well. These  mortality rates are not  low,
even  after compensating for exaggeration and  gaps  in the records.  They show
that more people over  45 will be dying in an epidemic-free  population than
young people. A  virulent  disease with  debilitating symptoms  is going to
affect  the older group as well as the younger. What will be  most obvious  is
the  high mortality rate of old  people, and what will be  ignored  is their naturally
high  base  rate  of mortality.  Histories  of  a  reign or  epidemic  will  focus  on
this  group’s  strikingly obvious  susceptibility even without the probability that
many of the older victims will have, by the time of their death, achieved note-
worthy status  in their  community, and therefore be  more likely to have their
deaths recorded.

The possibility that the sweating sickness was endemic on the  Continent
arises in much of the  literature  and  must  be discussed at this  point. Severe
epidemics result when  a  disease is introduced to a  population  which has never
encountered  it or has not succumbed to it for long periods.  Immunity is
granted  to  those  who  experienced  the disease in its full form or as  a  subclinical
infection  without noticeable symptoms  and  effects.  Endemic diseases, in  that
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they are always  present  to  some extent  in the  community, prevent the  develop-
ment  of  huge sections  of the  population  which do not contract the  illness
early and  therefore sufi‘er greatly if they encounter  it in adulthood.11 The
frequently quoted  assertion  that  France and  Spain remained free  of the sweat-
ing sickness  when the  disease spread  to  Europe  in the  sixteenth century suggests
that immunity was  present  in  these  areas as the  result  of endemic illness.1L2
Creighton  argues that this suggestion is proven by the Picardy Sweats which
occurred from  1717  to the  1890s  from the  epicentre  of  Rouen.  For  many
years  the illness had  been  mild, extended over many days, and rarely epidemic
over a large  population  or area. The  eighteenth  century witnessed  a  change
to  short, sharp attacks with  mortality like that  of the English sweating sickness.
Conjecture alone leads to the  explanation that  a  sweating sickness  was  endemic
in  Northern  France, perhaps but not necessarily as a subclinical fever that
attacked children.  A population imported into  the area contracted the
disease in  adulthood, and after recovery migrated  to London, whose citizens
were not immune.  After  the spread of the disease in England, it was taken to
the  Continent, where  groups which had already experienced it were not again
affected. By the  eighteenth  century either  mutation  had taken place on the
disease so  that  it was novel to Northern France, or the conditions that granted
subclinical infections and  resultant  immunity were  changed.  Therefore, it is
important to  study what  groups  were in  contact  with the  population  of Northern
France, to  what  area those groups travelled, and what  people  they dealt with
and possibly infected.

Henry’s exile  in Brittany for the second 14 years of his life  brought  him
into  areas in which it is believed the disease was endemic.  Upon  the accession
of the  Yorkist  Edward IV in  1471, Lancastrian  loyalties  prompted  Henry and
his  uncle  to  escape the uncertainties of their  future  in England. The  pair  was
accepted  into  the  Breton  court of  Duke  Francis II, always  eager  to antagonise
either French  policy or English  foreign  relations. The  Tudors’ English  ser-
vants were replaced by native  Bretons, and  Henry was well-received through-
out  that  northwest region as the  male  heir of the Lancastrian house.13 Contact
with the inhabitants of Brittany both  at close range (his servants) and at court
grew more frequent  when  Francis  began bargaining with  England.  In  August,
1475, Francis sent Henry to St  Malo  on the northern  coast  of the  duchy,
where  he was to be  returned  to England and probably killed.  At  some  point
on the journey Henry recognised the  scope  of the  plan, and fell  into  a fever
which forced his return to the  city’s  sanctuary.  Chrimes doubts that Henry
was truly ill,m but the truth of his  complaint  is irrelevant.  Henry needed an
excuse  that would  save  his life, and it is reasonable to  assume  that he would
choose  an illness  known  to the  Bretons  as  present  in the area, serious, and  able
to be contracted by Henry. This  incident  alone  does not prove  that  a disease
characterised by fever was endemic in Northern  France, but it cannot be
ignored in the face of evidence of immunity. During the  next 9  years, Francis
supported  Henry's abortive  plans to invade England, but in  1484  his  protection
and  support  were involuntarily withdrawn when he became ill. The Treasurer
of Brittany took Francis’ place, and in June  agreed  to  give Henry to Richard
III of England.  Henry, then at  Vannes  on the  south  coast  of  Brittany, was
warned  and fled southeastward  into Anjou. Upon  his recovery, Francis  sent
Henry the men who had  remained  at  Vannes, but  more important  than his strategy
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is the  extent  to which  Henry and his  companions  travelled in Northern France.
The  group was not sequestered in a castle for 14 years: like the knights of the
chanson  d’aventure, riding out into the countryside for business or sport was
itself  an  invitation  to chance  meetings.  As with Henry’s fever in 1475, these
movements  do not prove contact with an illness, but what is present is the
opportunity to contract what was for the French an  endemic  disease.15 Henry
was living in Brittany for 14 years, and  most  of his  companions spent  at least
2  years there after fleeing Yorkist England. There was ample time for these
foreigners to  come  down with a disease  they had not encountered previously,
and  their  travels and contacts gave  them  the  opportunity.  Henry was an
unimportant exile at this time, with whom no historian bothered. Illness
among his  ranks  went unnoticed.

Henry’s move into  France  proper  gained him the attention and  support
of the French  king.  The  Memoirs  of Philippe de  Commynes  detail with fair
accuracy this  assistance:

‘  With a small  amount of money which the King (of France) had  given
him, as well as  some  3000  men which had been raised in Normandy—
the worst kind which could  have been  found anywhere—he proceeded to
Wales, where he was joined by his stepfather Lord Stanley with about
25,000 Englishmen. After three or four  days  he encountered that cruel
King Richard, who was killed on the  battlefield; he was crowned king
and has reigned to  this  day.’m

These  soldiers, drawn from convicts and  thieves  of  whom  the  king of France
was glad to be rid, were Normans from the northern  regions  of France and
particularly Rouen. This is the area that resisted  contagion  when the sweat-
ing sickness  moved  to the Continent after 1485 and later succumbed to the
Picardy Sweats. The soldiers, described in the chronicles as  ‘  beggerly Bretons
and Faynte-harted Frenchmen,’ were led by Philibert de  Chandeé, ‘  a man
who had  some status  in Brittany, and who had apparently entertained Henry
at an earlier stage of his exile.’17 Henry, his English exiled companions,
French supporters, and the  Norman troops, sailed for Wales on 1st August
and landed  6  days later, when many in the group were knighted by Henry.
The party turned inland and travelled  east  when, on the  nineteenth  day of
August, Henry and  a  few selected  companions lost  both the  troops  and their
way, and for a few  hours  it  must  have  seemed  as if the  invasion  would be
another  failure.m There  is no evidence to  prove that  the Normans were
camped  elsewhere or  confused  because of any illness.  No historian mentions
apparent symptoms  of fever or sweating among the  French  or English exiles.
It  must  be  remembered  that Henry was the victor at  Bosworth, and historians
like  Bernard  André, Polydore Vergil  and, later, Sir  Thomas More  would have
liked to portray Henry as  a great hero.  It is true that the odds he faced  were
great  in  themselves, and the bravery of Henry and the  Norman  soldiers  fighting
both  Richard's men and the  symptoms  of  a  sweating sickness  would have
appealed  to these  historians’ sense of  drama  and  right making might.  Paul
Murray Kendall, in his  biography of Richard  III, describes the last days in
August  as a feverish  time  for  Henry, but an account of  Tudor’s  bravery cannot
be  augmented  with the fearful odds of disease.
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Nor was Richard III having an  easy time of raising troops  and convincing
them the Welsh forces were  a major  threat to the country. The conflict and
violence of the Wars of the Roses had diminished respect for the crown, and
Richard’s  2  years of creative continuity and  care  for  peace  and justice  were
only beginning to return the aristocracy to  a  place below the law. The  Stanley
clan was an exception  because  Thomas Lord  Stanley was married to Henry
Tudor’s  mother.  Unsure of  Henry’s strength  but wary of  Richard’s  power,
Thomas refused  to join the king on 15th  August  and gave the  excuse that  he
had the sweating sickness.  It is stated in a  letter referred  to by Chrimes that
the  Sweat, or something very similar, was  known  in York before  September,
1485, and Chrimes  goes  on to say that by using this excuse Stanley would
have known  that  Richard III could not  possibly have  expected  him to have
joined  the King.19

As with  Henry’s  fever, Thomas’s excuse has two difl'erent  levels  of  value.
Ill or  not, Thomas  had to tell a  good story, one recognisable as possibly true,
because he could not  afford  to  make  Richard suspicious. Richard was a fine
military commander, certain to win any confrontation with the untried Henry.
Richard was king and would probably remain  king, and  Thomas’s  vacillating
loyalty between  Richard and  stepson  Henry could  not afford to be underlined
by an implausible story. His excuse had to be the  best possible, and he had
to choose one Richard  could  have known  about,  at least because of the  latter's
long connection with York and the  North.  If  Thomas knew about  the
disease, it was probably common  knowledge, and because he  spent  the  summer
on his  estates in Cheshire and Lancashire it is  possible  that the  disease  itself,
or tales of it, was  extant.

Thomas  eventually joined Richard and  marched  to  Bosworth  Field  where,
on 22nd  August, Henry came  to power. The Stanleys had  made a quick
decision  and  supported  Henry to victory, but the new king’s  first thought  was
not of reward. He immediately sent  his secretary and fellow exile Sir  Robert
Willoughby to  Sherifi‘ Hutton, in Yorkshire, to  take  two young Yorkist  heirs
to London. Henry was sending Willoughby, a  man who had ‘spent years in
France and could have contracted  many diseases, into an area believed to be
suffering from a sweating sickness. The  North,  and York in  particular,  was
still experiencing an  outbreak  of the  plague, and there  exists  speculation  that
a  population  could have succumbed again to the Black Death if it had  been
earlier weakened by a  sweating disease.”

The arrivals in  London  of the two  groups preceded  the  outbreak  of the
disease, whose  autumn  occurrence bears  examination  with  data  on weather and
precedents.  Willoughby, the two  young heirs, and their servants arrived in
London  on 13th  September, 8  days before the sweating sickness  broke out.
Henry had arrived on  27th  August, and throughout  September  and  October
was greeted and entertained by all classes of society. Concerning the factor
of weather, ‘  about all  that  can be  said  on the  seasonal  prevalence of many
viral diseases is that ..  .  they tend to be most prevalent at  about  the  time  of
the vernal or the autumnal equinoxes,’21 and a  close  reading of the fifteenth-
century Paston letters  reveals  that illness  during the  autumn  or winter was
common.  Either  the  Paston  family and everyone  they knew  were frequently
ill, or its  members  only wrote letters  when  they were  home  in Norwich or
London  with  some  disease and had  nothing better to do than  check  up on the
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size  of their  ships’ masts.  In November, 1479, a  Paston  son  wrote  to his
father:

‘  The  pepyll  dyeth sore in Norwyche, and  Specyally a-bought  my house;
but my wyfi' and my women come  not  out, and fie farther we can  not, for
at Sweynsthorp sythe my departyng thens they have dyed and ben syke
nye in every house  of the  towne.’23

Similar  diseases  accompanied  by aching joints, fevers, and  inclement  weather
are mentioned  throughout  the letters of  these  higher gentry, who still  managed
to live beyond their  expectation  of life.23

References to the  weather  are  infrequent  in personal  letters, London
chronicles and historical works, but  a  study of climatic  effects  can be  fruitful.
After controlled  tests  and  more  general  observation, it is known that weather
affects the infectivity and lifetime of a  pathogen  and the resistance of the host.
Temperature  and humidity are the  vital  factors, with high  humidity reducing
the period of  infectivjty of  virus, and cold weather apparently lowering
haemoglobin  values which afl'ect the body's mechanism of disease resistance?“
While  Burnet  argues that in air not saturated with  moisture, breath  droplets  dry
and leave  protein  flakes of virus  able  to infect others,”5 most  studies concentrate
on the  death rate  of a virus at  a given  relative  humidity. Both  Buckland and
Lester conclude  that the  rate  of decline for  influenza virus  is lower  when  the
relative humidity remains below  40%, and that  more virus  is killed when the
humidity rises above 70 %. We do not  know  the conditions of public  meeting
chambers in fifteenth-century London.  DeOme  demanded  humid  conditions
of 74% relative humidity before the death rate of airborne organisms increased
and brought in the factor of  temperature  with the  conclusion that  ‘ at a  given
relative humidity the death  rate  increases as the  temperature  is increased  . .  32‘
His  study is  most important  for its  argument that  lethal  effects  were attained
by atmospheric conditions, and a  reduction  in live virus was not the  result  of a
mechanical  removal by sticking or  settling to tubes of the measuring apparatus.

A  slightly different approach to the influence of weather is  taken  in  most
literature, and the  problems  of application to the fifteenth  century increase.
Developing from the  idea  of wave-like advances of  a  disease from an epicentre,
Watt and Gafafer’s theory maintains that influenza outbreaks originate at  a
particular place because of climatic events there, and are  spread  even  6  to 20
months later by the) migration  of infective carriers. In  this case, atmospheric
abnormalities would  have  had to occur either in  Northern France  or Yorkshire
from the winter of  1483  to July, 1485, before  the  Normans  and Willoughby
left  for  London:

‘  It has  been  observed  repeatedly that major epidemics of influenza flag
their  arrival  many months in advance by minor increases in incidence,
followed by disappearance until  the  major wave appears. Thus, there  is
reason  to believe that whatever  phenomenon caused  the epidemic to  appear
had  been  set in motion by some  causal  pathway operating long before
the  epidemic  occurred.’27

Following this  argument  it is  possible that  the  sweating sickness  started  in
Northern France or York  prompted  by a change  in climate, and  Henry's  men
and/or  Willoughby’s  group contracted it and brought it  into London.  Yet
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the lack of evidence of  atmospheric  abnormalities or widespread illness in those
regions  strengthens  the idea  that  the disease was  endemic  and  probably sub-
clinical, at least in France.

A  variation on  this  theme is the possibility of  temperature fluctuations,
which are more thoroughly discussed in the  literature  of  epidemiology.  ‘ It
seems  there  may be  a  relation between an unusually large influenza  outbreak
and a winter  that  is sharply colder than  the  preceding winter!” In addition,
the early autumn  is considered to be the end of the warm  period, and  even  a.
slight  fall in  temperature  below normal at this critical time increases the likeli-
hood of  upper  respiratory attack.” The evidence  that  the winter of  1484  was
severe is from the unreliable source  Noah  Webster, who does not specify the
area he monitored,“ and whose  argument  that the  summer  of 1485 was rainy
and cold varies with Paul Murray Kendall’s  assertion  that August  was hot and
threatening.  Creighton’s  classic account of disease in Britain  notes  that the
epidemics of 1508, 1517 and 1551 followed without  pattern  both frigid, dry
periods and milder seasons of  moisture, and he reached  a Victorian conclusion
that  covers all variations:

‘ The dangerous  products  of fermentation arise from the soil  when  the
pores of the ground are either  getting filled with water  after having been
long filled with air, or are getting filled  with air  after  long being filled with
water.“1

Despite these  unhelpful but often-quoted analyses, the theories of  temperature
fluctuation  are able to converge and yiéld information when assisted by descrip-
tions of behaviour in chronicles and medical accounts. The  concern  of  a
Paston  son for his  mother  contains  a  plea that  God bless him  ‘  aftyr my
dyssease,’ experienced in December, 1484.32 This  reference to illness is the
first  made  in the letters since  1479, and with the  theory that viral disease  usually
starts in cold, dry periods?3 the information supports the claim that the winter
of  1484  was severe or abnormally cold.  The danger in accepting this  line of
thought and its slightly circular reasoning is  that  the claim rests on material
recorded 500 years ago for purposes  other than  those  of  meteorology.

The  second part  of the material on  temperature  stress and  fluctuation
does  not have  a  more solid  base, but together the arguments  support  and
illuminate well-recorded facts. Gafafer  maintains  that ‘the greatest  effect  of
weather on a biological  system does  not  occur  when the weather conditions
are  most  apparently deleterious, but  rather  when  they are  most  unlike the
expected  normal  pattern  for a  given time  of year?“ He  continues  that  a drop
in mid- or late-summer  temperatures  is followed in a few days by an influenza
outbreak because of changes in the  properties  of the  blood protein reacting
to the climate change. We have Kendall’s word  that  August was hot and
threatening, and for the  moment  we  must  believe him.  Records  of  London
activities welcoming the new  king in  September  and October  contain  no  refer-
ences  to the weather, but  a  proven  remedy for the sweating sickness  included
in Hall’s  Chronicle  suggests the type of weather that occurred. The man who
felt his first  symptoms  in the daytime was advised to lie down with all his
garments  on and not  move  for 24 hours. An attack at night was  best  handled
by staying in bed and  abstaining from excessive  amounts  of  fluids.  ‘  And in
this his  amendynge, one  poynte  diligently above  all  others  is to be observed
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and  attended, that he never put his  hand  or foote out of his bed to  refreshe  or
coole himselfe, the which to do 1s no lesse  pain  than short death. ’35 Certainly
there 1s  a  temperature contrast  between bed and living quarters  in any season,
but if  people  were warned to  stay covered' m bed there could not have  been
warm  summer temperatures outside.  The heat and humidity of  August  had
probably changed  to  autumn  weather  that  affected  resistance  and recovery,
and' While  London  near  the river will never be dry, a reduction  in relative
humidity might  have increased the survival time of influenza virus. Fifteenth-
century England experienced warmer, milder conditions  than  those of the
present, as  seen  in the  recorded  spread northward of cherry cultivation.
Today, August  is  a  hot and humid  month  with 2-2‘inches of precipitation.
September does  not continue this humid trend, but remains dry and  cool
despite  August  moisture rising from  the earth.  October  brings  more  rain and
colder temperatures as air  over  the warm sea  moves  over Atlantic  depressions,
but southern England is usually dry.” Even with the addition of this infor-
mation, the value of this particular study does  not lie in predicting an outbreak
of influenza during an inclement autumn. The  records  of such an outbreak
at  that  time  render  that forecast pointless. Rather, its  importance  lies in
noting that atmospheric conditions  were  one of the factors in the occurrence
of- sweating sickness, and  that  the  disease’ s behaviour was typical of influenza
virus.

‘To discuss the factor of density and the  spread  of  a  disease by droplet
infection, the sweating sickness  must  be considered to have  been  a  form  of
influenza.  The dangers of suchan  assumption have  already been  mentioned
and the  problem  of viral- mutation  discussed, but the  disease' s  symptoms and
virulence  support  the decision.  Influenza  is spread by droplet infection, the
generation of  aerosol  virus  particles suspended  1n  moisture expelled  from the
respiratory tract through the  nose  or  month  during breathing, coughing,
_sneezing or talking.37 The initial site of infection for viruses in the new  host
is the cells of the  mucous membranes  of the oral and nasal cavities.  There
exists  a  natural  tendency of a host—parasite  relationship toward a  mutual
tolerance which will  permit  survival of  both  partners, but 1n certain instances
parasit_es and viruses have  much  to gain by being virulent. The respiratory
tract virus  in  particular‘ has  a  better  chance to survive and spread if it  causes
the  host  to  sneeze  or cough, thus spreading it more widely 1n the  population  ’3‘
and  most  efliciently'into the site of infection, and thus decreasing the normal
incubation  period  to less  than  24 hours.

'  . The number of unafl'ected and  non-immune ptople  in contact with  those
infected with the disease will influence its spread.  Even  in large rooms the
virus will survive in the air long enough for an infective level to be  built  up.
In  a  room 10 ft by 10 ft by 8  ft, with 45% relative humidity, the virus  remains
infective  6  hours  after it entered.” Even if  there  is only one virus excreter in
a  group, the  more ‘people there  are in a  specific  area  with  him or  just  in  Contact
with him, the greater the  chance  that the infection will  spread.  The  Brand-
Auraban study of  population  density and the mean  percentage  sickness rate
showed  a  direct relatiopship between  crowding or  contact  of from one to five
people  and the  proportion  of the  group who fell ill. 4° To prove  that  epidemics
are density-dependent  phenomena, Kermack and McKendrick assign the labels
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Nu to that  part  of the  population  which' 15 unafl'ected and  non-immune, Ni to
the  ill, and Nr to  those  recovered  from  the illness or dead. At the beginning
of an  epidemic, the size of- Nu' 18 large and the  rate  at which that  group becomes
ill is  slow.  As  more people contract  the disease and spread it to  others, the
rate  of infection  picks  up and the  number  in groups_ Ni and Nr increases. 41
The greater the  number  of  people non-immune  and in  contact  with carriers,
the greater the  chance  of an  epidemic, particularly in the case of  influenza,
whose spread is not  difficult  in situations of ordinary human relations.

An  examination  of the events in  London  from the end of August to-the
end of  October, 1485, reveals situations in which the  sweating sickness could
have been easily spread and contracted. The  Norman  soldiers and the  gro_up
from Sherifl' Hutton  in Yorkshire are not unreasonably blamed for carrying
the disease. The illness erupted a few weeks after their arrival in  London,
'and they were  the  only large groups from outside the City to  enter.  Although
the state of their health was not recorded, most damning IS the proof that  cases
of  a  disease will  recover  but still remain carriers of the illness. The ca'usative
viruses persist in the tissues of recovered hosts who  seem  quite  normal.  Pr'o-
minent  among these kinds of viruses are herpes simplex and the B-strain of
influenza. 42 ‘  Influenza, between  outbreaks, can go “underground,” possibly
in chronic  lung lesions 1n man, possibly m a  form unrecognisable by conven-
tional  tests  (“basic  virus ”). "3 Burnet calls this condition  the‘ stranger’s
cold,’ when  viruses  are multiplied in and liberated from host cells with or
without  cell damage, and  proceed  to infect  a  non-immune  group.“ Neither
the  Norman  mercenaries and French  exiles  nor the households from Yorkshire
had to display symptoms  to be  carriers  of the  sweating sickness. ‘

The  9  weeks  before  Henry VII’s  coronation  were  filled  with  public ahd
private celebrations, and many social classes  participated in the welcoming
activities for the French exiles. On  26th August, four days after Bosworth,
the Lord Mayor of London proclaimed Henry king. The court of  aldermén
then  met to  take  precautions against any opposition that  might surface against
the new ruler.  This  meeting, the first  under  Henry after many months  of
uncertainty under Richard  III, initiated  a  series of encounters that increased
the opportunities for infection of the wealthy and politically influential of
London.  Following these  arrangements  made  on  31st August, the Lord
Mayor, the companies and craft guilds of the City, all aldermen, and various
servants and household dependents gathered at Shoreditch to gr'eet the new
king and his  supporters.  ‘5 By the  time  Willoughby and the Yorkist_ heirs
arrived from Yorkshire on  13th September, Henry had met with his temporary
council and promised to marry the  young female heir.

Installed at the palace of the  Bishop of London, the new king and his
supporters  dined with the  most important  men in the  City, including the Lord
Mayor and  aldermen  whose  duty it was to entertain the group, as well as up
to one thousand other men of civic importance.“ The Lord Mayor was a
man wealthy enough  to  neglect  his work for the one year of service to which
he was elected.  With  the aldermen, the main  governing body of the  City, the
Lord Mayor was personally responsible for the  City’s markets, for the pro-
motion  of cleanliness in sewers and water  pipes, rubbish collection, and fire
prevention. ‘7 His  personal  supervision and investigation  brought  him  into
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contact with  many people  of all ranks, especially -in the mayor’s court which
dealt  with  civil disobedience. The  level  of hospitality demanded  great  wealth.
When the Lord  Mayor  died of the sweating sickness exactly 3  weeks after  the_:
disease  was first noted, the  great  loss demanded an immediate  election.  His
successor  died within 5  days, and a third replacement had to be  found.  At
least six  aldermen  died, and the  comment made  by the historically minded
physician Dr Caius underlines the  opportunity for contagion: ‘ At the  longest,
to  them  that merrily dined it gave a sorrowful supper."a These eight people,
upon  whose deaths the chronicles  concentrate, were always in contact  with  the
lower  classes of  London, whose unsanitary living conditions and crowding
assured the spread of any disease. However, the autumn of 1485 was  a
different  situation. The Norman mercenaries and ex-convicts  were more
likely to have met and done business with the 10wer classes  than  with the
merchant class, but because of the  latter’s  duties the municipal oligarchy could
have been  indirectly infected by the  soldiers.  The sweating sickness as a  class-
specific disease cannot be proven by the deaths of  London’s leading citizens.
Clearly, the contact of the mercenaries with London’s crowded poor provided
all the factors  needed  for infection and spread of a virus. Unnoticed by
historians and chroniclers, the lower  classes  undoubtedly suffered with the
same  disease as the  City’s  influential. Certainly it is possible that the poor
could have had some immunity granted by a  subclinical infection maintained
in their  population  by high-density living conditions. The sickness  present
that  summer in Yorkshire  could  also  have  been present in London to infect
the  poor  and to grant  immunity when it  appeared  again in the autumn. But
years of subclim'cal infections or  a  summer  bout  would surely have  resulted  in
contagion by the  City leaders who worked with them. At  some point  the
poor  of London were  ill, and because it was  recorded  that  the wealthy suc-
cumbed that  autumn  it is logical to conclude that'if the lower classes were sick
at all they were sick at the same time as the rich.  Their  illness was probably
a result of  contact  with the mercenaries and  French exiles, and the wealthy
then could have picked it up from the poor, but  a  less indirect method of con-
tagion  can be found. . _

The two thousand  soldiers  from an area in France that was the probable
epicentre of the disease are important in tracing one of the origins of the  poet’s
illness, but  a  study of the political situation is  needed  to determine why the
wealthy contracted  the sweating sickness in striking numbers. The  moneyed
classes had the advantages of  a  more varied and nutritious_diet and sanitary
living conditions?” therefore, very special conditions were needed to overcome
their resistance. The  group that  gains  importance  as immune carriers in
contact  with  London’s  wealthy is that of English nobles and gentry who shared
Henry’s  exile for at’ least  2  years. In France, they had travelled  throughout
the northern region, and  once  in London  took  advantage of social  mobility
granted by old and new titles to deal  with  the  City’s  political leaders.  Henry’s
following (French, Welsh and English) lost no  time  in travelling from  Bosworth
to London to  make  personal suit fo'r the grants and patents to be issued under
royal  seal. Most  arrived between  27th  Auglst and 3rd  September, when  many
of the  gentry acted as  Henry's  go-betweens to the merchants of London for
coronation clothes and facilities.60 In reorganising the administration, Henry
stressed efliciency: '
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‘  He  must  without  delay .  . .  reward his  supporters  and followers, without
whose services he could not have succeeded and  upon  the continued
services of  many of  whom  he  must  be able to  rely; and above all he  must
as  soon  as  possible  appoint suitable persons to the principal ministerial
and  administrative posts  to  ensure that government  could be carried on
in his  name  .  .  .  Many of  [these tasks] were  coped  with  simultaneously,’51

but not all by word of  mouth.  He rewarded his  Stanley kin and other English
supporters  in the provinces after concentrating on the  gentry,  nobility and
commoners  who had  helped  him in Brittany and France.  These supporters
and Henry himself, most  likely to be  immune  carriers of  a  disease endemic in
Northern  France (and which Henry may have contracted in 1475), were in
London and were joined by Willoughby and the noble group from fever-ridden
Yorkshire.  It is not possible to  assume  that these  groups  were  sequestered  in
the City from 27th  August until  the  coronation  on 3lst October. Many
former exiles  were  arranging the details of the coronation with  London’s
merchants and craftsmen.  They accompanied Henry to dinners given by
political leaders. All were in close  physical  contact with many classes of a
non-immunle population, which  quite  reasonably fell ill  within  three  weeks  of
their arriva  .

The granting of rewards, positions and places in the Council  took  all of
the autumn of  1485, perhaps  hindered by the deaths of so many leaders whose
advice and guidance Henry needed.  Chrimes  lists only 22 men who  spent
time  in Brittany, but  that  number  swells to 63 when the list of grants is
studied.52 A  few national administrative  posts  were given in addition to the
scores of  positions  as park  keepers, gamekeepers, bailifl‘s and constables:

‘  19  Sept. Grant, for life, to John  Rothercomme,  one of the  king’s
guard  (For true and faithful service as well  beyond  the sea as on this side),
of the  office  of  keeper  of the park of Mershwodevile, co. Dorset.’53

On 6th  October, Henry consulted with English justices  about  the problems he
could  encounter  as an attainted  exile  out of contact and inexperienced with
national  administration.  On  19th  October,  a  commission to  prepare  the
coronation met, headed by Sir Edward Courteney and John de Vere, Breton
exiles, and  eight other nobleman  who had remained in England.54 This
'episode of  close contact  and high density was followed eight days  later  by  a
dinner  with the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Cardinal. The last days
before the coronation saw the creation of 12 Knights of the  Bath,  ‘ who after-
wards dined  together  at one table in the king’s great chamber.’ The council
was  being formed at this time as  well,  with selection tapping Richard  III’s
servants and  Henry’s  new  men.  Representatives of the nobility were included,
but the majority consisted of English and  Breton  lesser landowners, profes-
sional men, lawyers and the gentry chosen for legal skills in land  management.
The meetings of the Council provided some of the  better opportunities for
contact of the carriers  with  a  wide range of  London’s  leading citizens, who
represented  most of the professions of the fifteenth century. That  these  people
were  dying as well destroys the  View  of the sweating sickness as a class-specific
disease  attacking only the very rich,  while underlining the efiect of high-
density situations and  contact  with Breton  carriers.
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It is  difficult  to draw a firm conclusion from events and theories culled
from imperfect  records  and experiments carried out hundreds of years  after
the situations they hope  to explain. The value of this study lies  instead  in its
ability to  point  to opportunities, distinct  populations  and  contacts, even if
contemporary records do not permit us to  trace  more than a few  people  through
these contacts to their deaths. Henry VII’s  task of reorganising a  kingdom
and establishing himself firmly on the throne could only have  been  complicated
by the  deaths  of men he needed for advice and support and by the interpreta-
tion  of the disease as an evil portent of future  conflict.  It is both unfair and
unreasonable to blame the introduction of the disease on only the  Norman
mercenaries, whose contacts with the upper classes were limited and indirect.
The emphasis in the chronicles on the  deaths  of the wealthy was probably
exaggeration, but the fact that  their  natural  advantages  of diet and environ-
ment were overcome by the  sweating sickness prompts  a  study of situations in
which that group could have  been  infected. The decision to identify the  disease
as a strain of influenza introduces the factors of its ability to be endemic in an
area, its spread by droplet infection and density dependence. Clearly, the
political situation in London in the autumn of 1485 presented opportunities
for the  king’s  fellow exiles and households  from  the North of England to be
in  close  contact with the non-immune of the City during entertainments and
meetings  of business. The disease burned itself out in London before the
November Parliament and travelled to Oxford in the  late  winter, 1485—6. It
is interesting to note  that  those who sufl'cred  most  were the students of the
university, whose conditions of study demanded close gatherings of  high
density.55 During its London bout, the sweating sickness deprived the country
of men of experience in government. To overcome both the  effects  of a fatal
disease and the  country’s  natural tendency toward anarchy is certain proof of
the first  Tudor’s  insight and  ability.
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